The Central States Section of the Combustion Institute

Art Competition
At 2008 Technical Meeting, April 20-22, 2008

**CASH PRIZES** will be awarded for first place ($300), second place ($200), and third place ($100).

Eligible entries include (but are not limited to): images (photographs or computer-generated), paintings, drawings, sketches, sculpture, etc. of combustion or combustion-related phenomena. Rearrangement, assembly, or modification of combustion images into an art-form is appropriate and encouraged. Some examples of such works are shown below. Submission indicates that your artwork can be displayed at the CSS website.

Electronically submit a high resolution image of your entry with a brief explanation to Ajay Agrawal (aagrawal@eng.ua.edu) and Nick Glumac (glumac@uiuc.edu) and by **March 31, 2008**.

You must prepare your artwork for display during the meeting. Note that the quality of printing, framing, and displaying can significantly enhance the visual appearance and appeal of your artwork. Thus, consider use of border, frames, 3D effects, or other suitable format to create a professional display, similar to what one would see in an art gallery. Both the artwork and display quality will be considered during the judging process.

You are expected to setup your display in the Bryant Conference Center by 8:00 AM on Monday, April 21 (**please watch for last minute changes**), and remove it on Tuesday, April 22 by 1:00 PM. Please make the necessary arrangements to setup your display if you are unable to attend the meeting or your arrival/departure times are in conflict. We will provide easels, white foam board, double sided tape, etc. Contact us (Agrawal or Glumac) if you have special display needs.

The judges will conduct evaluation during 9 AM - 5 PM on Monday, April 21. We plan to announce the winners during the plenary session on Tuesday, April 22. We thank you for your contributions and look forward to a very successful event. We look forward to seeing your combustion art work! Best of luck in the competition!

**Winners of 2007 Combustion Art Competition, 5th U.S. Combustion Institute Meeting in San Diego**

---

*Scott Stouffer et al, WPAFB  S. Matsuyama Almond Lamp  S. Sunderland et al., U. Maryland  B. Cetegen U. Connecticut  John Dec/Dale Tree Sandia/BYU*